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#12 EDITION
SUNDAY - APRIL 8, 2018
WORLD NEWS
JON SNOW
Jon has been the face of Channel 4 News since 1989 and has
travelled the world to cover the news – from the fall of the Berlin
Wall and the release of Nelson Mandela to Barack Obama's
inauguration and the earthquake in Haiti. Jon was a highlight of
our #2 Edition back in 2013, so it is a joy to welcome him back for
more candid insights and an extended Q&A to help celebrate
our fifth birthday.

UK NEWS
I SEE YOU...
Stand-up comedian Sam Gore's weekly I See You articles have
been taking down celebrities and politicians with cutting, satirical,
absurdist diatribes on Facebook since 2014. If you have not read
them we suggest you look them up immediately. They are not just
funny, they are damn insightful. Sam is bringing them out of the
dark and onto the stage for a one-off highlights reel. If Chris
Morris and Charlie Brooker hosted a verbal cage-fighting
tournament the winner would be Sam.

STYLE
CHERRY HEALEY, ANNA 'MOTHER PUKKA'
& ZOE 'DRESS LIKE A MUM'
Is it as easy as it looks to create an online brand and/or business
or is there swan-like hard work under the surface? The sartorial
sage Zoe De Pass of Dress Like a Mum and campaigning
powerhouse Anna Whitehouse of Mother Pukka talk to
broadcaster and Cherry Healey about what's really behind the
big, beautiful velvet curtain of curated social media and, if things
aren’t quite what they seem, what can others learn from the reality
of building a brand and business online.

CULTURE
REEPS ONE
A highlight of the #3 Edition, Reeps One's work is the product of
a highly intimate, lifelong relationship with the human voice. The
London-born musician and artist has been obsessively
experimenting with innovative vocal practices alongside the
creative representation of physics and sound since the age of 18.
Yeff’s unique skills have seen him uncover new keys to cognitive
efficiency and expand his phonetic vocabulary to new boundaries.
*

RÍOGHNACH CONNOLLY
Our headliner Ríoghnach is best known as the voice of Honeyfeet
& The Breath. For our #11 Edition she brought a gorgeous new
project called Owl Dolls with multi-instrumentalist and singersongwriter Leonie Evans. Probably the best thing we have ever
had at Sunday Papers. The audience demanded on the spot that
she return to headline the next event. We agreed, and so that is
what is going to happen.
*

RANDOLPH MATTHEWS
British jazz’s new hero will perform and converse on the
transformational power of sound & music. Inspired by his belief
that the power of voice can inspire lives. Randolph's performances
span two decades. He has performed for the Queen and
supported Herbie Hancock.

TRAVEL
HOLLY BUDGE

About / Contact

Artist, activist, adventurer - in 2008 she became the first woman to
skydive Mount Everest. The following year, she raced semi-wild
horses 1000 km across Mongolia in just 9 days. Her most recent
adventures have taken her back to the Himalayas where
she summited Everest and snowboarded from the summit of Mera
Peak. Passionate about sustainability, design and conservation; last
year Holly graduated with a Masters in Sustainable Design. Expect
much food for thought amongst the jaw-dropping tales of
adventure.

SPORT
IRONGRAN
The oldest British woman to have completed an Ironman triathlon,
and founder of the charity Silverfit. At the age of 50, Eddie
Brocklesby decided to run her first half marathon. Now nearly 75,
the past twenty years has seen her take part in marathons,
triathlons and Ironman races across the globe and she has
accrued many medals and awards. Eddie looks back on her life
and explains just how she's managed to develop the energy to
match the enthusiasm she's always had for an active lifestyle.

BUSINESS
DARREN COFFIELD & ROSS ASHCROFT
In the early nineties, Coffield worked with Joshua Compston on
the formation of Factual Nonsense - the centre of the emerging
Young British Artists scene. Renegade Inc. host Ross Ashcroft
interviews him about the silent London exodus. With exorbitant
housing prices pushing people and small businesses out of the
capital, and cultural landmarks being shut down to make way for
luxury property developments, they ask: does anyone interesting
live in London anymore?

FOOD & DRINK
ANDREW WONG & MUKTA DAS
The story of how ancient Chinese recipes discovered in
the Forbidden City in Beijing ended up winning the first Michelin
star for a Chinese restaurant in London. Former chemistry
student-turned celebrity chef A. Wong joins food anthropologist
Mukta Das to take us on a journey spanning thousands of years
and thousands of miles.

GARDENING
ISABELLA TREE
Forced to accept that intensive farming on their land
was unsustainable, she made a spectacular leap of faith and
decided to step back and let nature take over. Isabella tells the
story of the ‘Knepp experiment’ and what it reveals of the ways in
which we might regain that wilder, richer country. It shows how
rewilding works; that it has multiple benefits for the land; that it
can generate economic activity and employment; how it can
benefit both nature and us –and that all of this can happen
astonishingly quickly.

REVIEW
DAN SCHREIBER
QI elf and star of the hit show No Such Thing As a Fish. Dan's
career got a huge boost as the very first host of Sunday Papers
Live in 2013. Dan's job is to discover random interesting facts and
communicate them in fun ways - so he is very much our kind of
chap. Dan's show just sold out the Sydney Opera House.

COLUMNIST
STEVE CROSS
Hosting, facilitating, and generally smoothing out proceedings is
our #12 edition homemaker. Once upon a time he was a
spectacularly poor lab scientist, then an OK science
communicator and for a while a museum and art curator for
Wellcome Collection. These days he’s a geek comedian, presenter
and producer, travelling across the UK helping all sorts of
intellectual types share their passions.

CROSSWORDS
SON & SONS
It wouldn’t be our 5th birthday without crosswords. Barely more
coherent than toddlers themselves, our crossword gurus have
been running the sillier side of Sunday for 5 years. Brush up on
your charade skills for the live crossword challenges, but also pop
down to their pub quiz and crafternoon crafts table full of crafty
crafts.

THE WALK
THE BULLSHIT TOUR
For those who have not already caught these popular walks,
Reuben from Bullshit London will be providing a walking tour of
the environs surrounding Cecil Sharp House. You'll be bombarded
with a combination of puns, quips, nonsense and rambling

musings with no educational value whatsoever.

#12 EDITION SCHEDULE
13:25 - COLUMNIST : STEVE CROSS
13:35 - GARDENING : ISABELLA TREE
14:00 - FOOD & DRINK : A WONG & MUKTA DAS
14:20 - CROSSWORDS : SON & SONS
14:45 - BUSINESS : DARREN COFFIELD & ROSS ASHCROFT
15:20 - SPORT : IRON GRAN
15:55 - CULTURE : REEPS ONE
16:25 - STYLE : CHERRY HEALEY
17:25 - TRAVEL : HOLLY BUDGE
17:50 - REVIEW : DAN SCHREIBER
18:25 - CULTURE : RANDOLPH MATTHEWS
19:15 - WORLD NEWS : JON SNOW
20:15 - UK NEWS : I SEE YOU
20:55 - CULTURE : RÍOGHNACH CONNOLLY & ELLIS DAVIES

